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Abstract
We conduct a computer search for elation Laguerre planes of order 16 and show
that each such plane is ovoidal. The search results also conrm the numbers of
hyperovals through certain points in the dual translation planes of order 16 given
in [15].
MSC 2000: 51E25, 51B15.
1 Introduction and result
A nite Laguerre plane L of order n is an orthogonal array of strength 3 on n sym-
bols (levels), n + 1 constraints and index 1, cf. [1], or equivalently, a transversal design
TD1(3; n + 1; n). Since we have a more geometric point of view we rather use the term
Laguerre plane instead of orthogonal array or transversal design, see section 2 for an
explicit denition.
Models of nite Laguerre planes can be obtained as follows. Let O be an oval in
the Desarguesian projective plane P2 = PG(2; q), q a prime power. Embed P2 into 3-
dimensional projective space P3 = PG(3; q) and let v be a point of P3 not belonging to
P2. Then P consists of all points of the cone with base O and vertex v except the point
v. Generators are the traces of lines of P3 through v that are contained in the cone. The
blocks of the design|usually called circles|are obtained by intersecting P with planes
of P3 not passing through v. In this way one obtains an ovoidal Laguerre plane of order
q. If the oval O one starts o with is a conic, one obtains the Miquelian Laguerre plane
of order q. All known nite Laguerre planes of odd order are Miquelian and all known
nite Laguerre planes of even order are ovoidal. In fact, it is a long standing problem
whether or not these are the only nite Laguerre planes. (There are many non-ovoidal
innite Laguerre planes though.)
Some partial results in this direction were obtained by combining the classications
for nite projective planes of small orders and their ovals, see section 2 for a description
of the relation of Laguerre planes to projective planes and ovals. In this way it was shown
that a Laguerre plane of order at most nine must be ovoidal, compare [3], [19] and [20].
The next interesting case is order 16. In [7] is was shown that translation Laguerre planes
of order 16 must be ovoidal. (Such a plane is a Laguerre plane L with a distinguished
generator G such that each derived ane plane at a point of G is a translation plane, and
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furthermore each translation in these derived planes is induced by an automorphism of L
that xes G pointwise.)
Finite elation Laguerre planes were introduced in [21] and [18], see the following section
for a description of the structure of nite elation Laguerre planes. They are characterized
by the existence of a group of automorphisms that acts trivially on the set of generators
and regularly on the set of circles. This group of automorphisms, which we call the
elation group of the Laguerre plane, is unique and potentially plays a role analogous to
the translation group of nite translation planes. In fact, elation Laguerre planes are
linked to dual translation planes since such Laguerre planes can be described as dual
translation planes with collections of certain ovals, see section 2.
Every ovoidal Laguerre plane is an elation Laguerre plane, but there are innite non-
ovoidal elation Laguerre planes; see, for example, [17]. Hence elation Laguerre planes
form a proper generalization of the notion of ovoidal Laguerre planes. In [11], elation
Laguerre planes were further characterized as weakly Miquelian Laguerre planes, that is,
those Laguerre planes in which a certain variation M2 of Miquel’s conguration, which
characterizes the Miquelian Laguerre planes, is satised. From this perspective, elation
Laguerre planes are ‘closest’ to the Miquelian planes. Finally, nite elation Laguerre
planes of odd order q are also equivalent to translation generalized quadrangles of order
q with an antiregular point, see [2] and [10]. All of this indicates that elation Laguerre
planes form a nice subclass of Laguerre planes and that, if there are nite non-ovoidal
Laguerre planes, elation Laguerre planes certainly are a natural class to look for them.
In this paper we conduct a computer search for elation Laguerre planes of order 16,
the rst order not covered by previous results, and show that each such plane is, in fact,
ovoidal. The search results also conrm the numbers of hyperovals through certain points
in the dual translation planes of order 16 given in [15]. Section 2 gives a summary of facts
about Laguerre planes and in particular elation Laguerre planes of order 16. In section
3 we briefly review the classication of (dual) translation planes of order 16 and their
hyperovals and in the last section the method of the computer search and its results are
presented.
2 Some results on elation Laguerre planes
Explicitly, a nite Laguerre plane L = (P; C;G) of order n consists of a set P of n(n + 1)
points, a set C of n3 circles and a set G of n + 1 generators (where circles and generators
are both subsets of P ) such that the following three axioms are satised:
(G) G partitions P and each generator contains n points.
(C) Each circle intersects each generator in precisely one point.
(J) Three points no two of which are on the same generator can be uniquely joined by
a circle.
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The internal incidence structure Ap at a point p of a Laguerre plane has the collection
of all points not on the generator through p as point set and, as lines, all circles passing
through p (without the point p) and all generators not passing through p. From the
denition of a Laguerre plane it readily follows that each internal incidence structure is
an ane plane, the derived ane plane at p. AP extends to a projective plane Pp, which
we call the derived projective plane at p, for short.
A circle C not incident with the distinguished point p induces an oval in Pp by deleting
the unique point incident with C and the generator of p and adding the point ! at innity
that corresponds to the set of generators of L. Note that all ovals arising in this way from
circles of L pass through the common point ! and have the line at innity of Pp (with
respect to Ap) as a tangent. Thus a Laguerre plane corresponds to a projective plane with
enough of these ovals, that mutually intersect in at most two ane points. This planar
description of a Laguerre plane must then be extended by the points of one generator
where one has to adjoin a new point to each line and to each oval of the projective plane
as above.
Each oval in a projective plane of even order has a nucleus and adjoining this point
extends the oval to a hyperoval. In case of ovals that come from circles of a Laguerre
plane of even order, the nucleus is on the line at innity. As before, a Laguerre plane
of even order then corresponds to a projective plane with suciently many hyperovals
through a common point such that any two dierent ones of these hyperovals intersect
in at most four points. This is the basic link between Laguerre planes of even order and
projective planes and their hyperovals exploited for our search.
Using the celebrated result of Segre [16] that every oval in a nite Desarguesian projec-
tive plane of odd order is a conic, it was shown in [3] or [14], VII.2, that a nite Laguerre
plane of odd order that admits a Desarguesian derivation is Miquelian. For small orders
this and the results of [19] and [20] imply the following.
THEOREM 1 A Laguerre plane of order at most ten is ovoidal and, in fact, Miquelian
except in case of order eight.
An automorphism of a Laguerre plane L is a permutation of the point set that maps
circles onto circles and generators to generators. All automorphisms of L form a group
Γ with respect to composition, the automorphism group Γ = Γ(L) of L. The collection
of all automorphisms that x each generator globally but x no circle, together with the
identity forms a normal subgroup e, see [18]. In case of an elation Laguerre plane e has
maximal order and is the elation group of L so that e acts simply transitively on the set
of circles. An element of e induces an elation with center ! in each derived projective
plane at one of its xed points. Indeed, one has the following, compare [17].
PROPOSITION 2 Each derived projective plane of a nite elation Laguerre plane is a
dual translation plane with translation center the point ! at innity of vertical lines and
has prime power order. An elation Laguerre plane of prime order is Miquelian.
Each oval induced by a circle of an elation Laguerre plane in a derived projective plane
passes through the translation center ! and has the line at innity as a tangent.
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Note that the rst order of a nite elation Laguerre plane not covered by Theorem 1
and Proposition 2 is order 16.
Extending the usual representation of dual translation planes, a description of elation
Laguerre planes in terms of two matrix-valued maps was developed in [18], Theorem 3,
see also [21]. In particular, for order 16 we have the following representation of elation
Laguerre planes.
THEOREM 3 Let L = (P; C;G) be a elation Laguerre plane of order 16. There is a
divisor m of 4, a eld F = GF (24=m) of order 24=m, a symbol 1 62 Fm, and a matrix-
valued map D : Fm [ f1g ! M(3m; m;F) where M(3m; m;F) denotes the set of all
3mm matrices over F such that L can be represented in the following form. The point
set is
P = (Fm [ f1g) Fm;
the generators are the verticals fag  Fm of P for a 2 Fm [ f1g, and the set of circles
is C = fKc j c 2 F 3mg where a circle Kc is described as
Kc = f(x; c D(x)) 2 P j x 2 Fm [ f1gg:
The elation group e consists of all maps
(x; y) 7! (x; y + c D(x));
for c 2 F 3m; also (x; y) 7! (x; r  y) for r 2 F  = F n f0g is an automorphism that xes
each generator globally.
More precisely, D(1) = (I O O)t where t denotes the transposed matrix and I and
O denote the mm identity matrix and the mm zero matrix respectively. The matrix
D(x), x 2 Fm, can be written as (A(x) B(x) I)t with suitable mm matrices A(x) and
B(x), where B describes a matrix spread (or spread set) of a translation plane of order
16 (corresponding to the dualization of the derived plane at the innite point (1; 0)) and
A describes a pencil of ovals in the derived projective plane P(1;0) by
f(x; c A(x)) j x 2 Fmg [ f!g
for all c 2 Fm, c 6= 0.
One can further assume that A(0) = 0 and that each of the ovals above has the x-axis
y = 0 (stemming from the circle K0) as a tangent at (0,0) so that we obtain a pencil
of hyperovals Hc = f(x; c  A(x)) j x 2 Fmg [ f!; (0)g for c 2 Fm, c 6= 0, where (0)
denotes the point at innity of the x-axis. The restrictions of the hyperovals Hc to the
set R = (Fm n f0g) (Fm n f0g) of ane points neither on the x- nor y-axis then form a
partition of R.
m = 1 yields an ovoidal Laguerre plane. In this case F = GF (16) and A(x) is a
function F! F such that OA = f(x; A(x)) j x 2 Fg [ f!g is an oval in the Desarguesian
projective plane of order 16. Then the Laguerre plane is isomorphic to the ovoidal plane
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over OA. Also note that every elation Laguerre plane of order 16 has a representation as
in Theorem 3 over GF (2), that is, for m = 4.
Geometrically, a nite elation Laguerre plane of order 16 as described above is equiv-
alent to a 17-set of (m− 1)-dimensional subspaces in the (3m− 1)-dimensional projective
space over F, see [18], Theorem 4, and also [10] and [2] for related translation generalized
quadrangles.
3 The (dual) translation planes of order 16 and their
hyperovals
The translation planes of order 16 were classied by Dempwol and Reifart [5]. There
are eight distinct translation planes of order 16:
 the Desarguesian plane PG(2,16),
 the semield plane SEM4 with kernel GF (4),
 the semield plane SEM2 with kernel GF (2),
 the Hall plane HALL,
 the Lorimer-Rahilly plane LMRH,
 the Johnson-Walker plane JOWK,
 the derived semield plane DSFP, and
 the Dempwol plane DEMP.
The rst three of these planes are self-dual and the remaining ve planes have duals
HALL, LMRH, JOWK, DSFP and DEMP. These eight planes are possible candi-
dates for derived planes of an elation Laguerre plane of order 16.
An explicit description of the seven non-Desarguesian translation planes of order 16
can be obtained from the arithmetic tables for addition and multiplicative loops as given
in [4]. (Row 5 in table 5 for the multiplicative loop of LMRH is incorrect.) Lines in
these planes are given by equations of the form y = xm + t for m; t 2 S = f0; 1; : : : ; 15g
(S represents the elements of GF (16) as in [4]) where the product xm is computed with
respect to the given multiplicative loop and addition + is the same for all eight translation
planes as given in Table 1. Using the same addition and multiplication lines in the dual
translation planes are, correspondingly, described by y = mx + t for m; t 2 S.
Cherowitzo [4] classied all hyperovals in the seven non-Desarguesian translation
planes of order 16, the Desarguesian case was already established by Hall [8], see also
[13]. Since we are in characteristic 2, hyperovals cannot be dualized. However, because
the Desarguesian plane and the two semield planes are self-dual, Cherowitzo’s classi-
cation also yields all hyperovals in the dual translation planes SEM4 and SEM2. The
hyperovals in the remaining ve dual translation planes were determined in [15].
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
1 0 5 9 15 2 11 14 10 3 8 6 13 12 7 4
2 5 0 6 10 1 3 12 15 11 4 9 7 14 13 8
3 9 6 0 7 11 2 4 13 1 12 5 10 8 15 14
4 15 10 7 0 8 12 3 5 14 2 13 6 11 9 1
5 2 1 11 8 0 9 13 4 6 15 3 14 7 12 10
6 11 3 2 12 9 0 10 14 5 7 1 4 15 8 13
7 14 12 4 3 13 10 0 11 15 6 8 2 5 1 9
8 10 15 13 5 4 14 11 0 12 1 7 9 3 6 2
9 3 11 1 14 6 5 15 12 0 13 2 8 10 4 7
10 8 4 12 2 15 7 6 1 13 0 14 3 9 11 5
11 6 9 5 13 3 1 8 7 2 14 0 15 4 10 12
12 13 7 10 6 14 4 2 9 8 3 15 0 1 5 11
13 12 14 8 11 7 15 5 3 10 9 4 1 0 2 6
14 7 13 15 9 12 8 1 6 4 11 10 5 2 0 3
15 4 8 14 1 10 13 9 2 7 5 12 11 6 3 0
Table 1: Addition table for all eight quasigroups
Recall however, that of all those hyperovals we are only interested in hyperovals that
pass through the translation center !, the point at innity of the vertical lines (represent-
ing generators of the Laguerre plane). Furthermore, using the transitivity of the elation
group on the set of circles, we can restrict ourselves to hyperovals that contain the point
(0) on the line at innity and the ane point (0,0).
Table AI in [15] shows that none of the six dual translation planes SEM4, HALL,
LMRH, JOWK, DSFP and DEMP has hyperovals through !, (0) and (0,0). (The
collineation groups of these dual translation planes x the translation center !; this occurs
as a \1" in the orbit numbers and the orbit intersection number 0 below this \1" indicates
no hyperovals though !.) For SEM2 there are 18 hyperovals through !, (0) and (0,0), see
[4], Table 9, and Table 3 in the following section for an explicit list. All these results were
conrmed by an independent computer search, see the following section. This, of course,
means that only PG(2,16) and SEM2 can possibly occur as derived planes of an elation
Laguerre plane of order 16.
PROPOSITION 4 Among the dual translation planes of order 16 only the Desarguesian
plane PG(2; 16) and the semield plane SEM2 admit hyperovals through the points !,
(0) and (0; 0). Consequently, each derived plane of an elation Laguerre plane of order 16
is Desarguesian or isomorphic to SEM2.
There are two equivalence classes of hyperovals in the Desarguesian plane, cf. [8] and
[13]. The rst class consists of the regular hyperovals arising from conics plus their nuclei
and there are 18 of this kind passing through !, (0) and (0,0) and the ane point (1,1).
The other class, rst discovered by Lunelli and Sce [12], contains 2040 hyperovals through
!, (0), (0,0) and (1,1). The stabilizer of the so-called Lunelli-Sce hyperovals in PG(2,16)
has order 144.
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4 The method and results
For each of the eight dual translation planes an independent computer search for hyper-
ovals containing the points !, (0) and (0,0) was carried out. The search procedure used
was a straightforward backtracking algorithm. Starting with the three points (0,0), (0)
and ! the general algorithm is to systematically pick an ane point on the vertical line
Lk = f(k; y) j y 2 Sg [ f!g (those ane lines passing through !), add it to the list of
previously selected points, determine all the points on each of the secant lines which are
the joins of the selected points and remove these from the next vertical line Lk+1. A check
is made to see if there are still ane points available on Lk+1, in which case one is selected
and the process is repeated. If all points have already been removed, the last point added
to the list is removed and another ane point on the same vertical line Lk is selected or
moving back further to Lk−1 etc.
If an ane point can be selected from each vertical ane line in this manner, this set
together with the two points at innity forms a hyperoval. It should be noted that this
search is only for hyperovals containing ! (up to collineations of the projective plane) and
thus more restrictive in scope and much shorter than the more general searches in [4] and
[15]. Each of the eight translation plane thus could be searched in less than two minutes
on a 1.3 GHz PC.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
2 5 12 3 1 14 10 9 7 11 13 15 8 4 6
3 10 5 1 12 15 2 13 11 8 14 4 7 6 9
4 14 7 5 9 1 13 6 3 12 15 2 10 11 8
5 1 10 7 2 8 6 12 15 14 4 11 3 9 13
6 15 14 9 13 3 4 10 8 7 2 1 11 12 5
7 11 13 2 8 4 14 15 5 9 3 10 6 1 12
8 7 6 13 11 10 15 4 14 5 1 9 12 2 3
9 4 11 15 14 13 12 3 2 1 10 6 5 8 7
10 12 2 11 3 7 9 5 4 15 6 8 1 13 14
11 8 15 14 7 2 3 1 12 6 9 13 4 5 10
12 3 1 6 10 9 11 7 13 2 8 5 14 15 4
13 6 9 12 15 5 8 11 10 4 7 14 2 3 1
14 9 8 10 4 12 1 2 6 13 5 3 15 7 11
15 13 4 8 6 11 5 14 1 3 12 7 9 10 2
Table 2: Multiplication table for SEM2
No hyperovals through !, (0) and (0,0) were found in the dual translation planes
except for PG(2,16) and SEM2 in agreement with the results in [4] and [15]. The tables
for addition and multiplication for SEM2 are reproduced from [4] in Tables 1 and 2 for
the convenience of the reader. As in [4] 18 hyperovals containing !, (0) and (0,0) were
found in SEM2. The ane points of the 18 hyperovals are listed in Table 3 below. Each
row represents a hyperoval and an entry j in column i means that the point (i; j) belongs
to the corresponding hyperoval. From Table 3 one sees that there is no hyperoval passing
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through the point (1,4). This contradicts the fact that the hyperovals in the pencil we
want to construct must form a partition of the set R of ane points neither on the x- nor
y-axis.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
1 0 1 13 5 8 12 7 4 9 2 3 14 11 6 15 10
2 0 1 13 6 5 12 15 9 14 11 7 4 10 8 3 2
3 0 2 12 3 1 7 10 9 14 6 13 4 8 15 11 5
4 0 2 12 15 3 7 11 14 4 8 10 9 5 1 13 6
5 0 3 11 6 8 5 1 14 4 2 7 9 10 12 15 13
6 0 3 11 12 6 5 15 4 9 10 1 14 13 8 7 2
7 0 5 7 2 10 13 12 4 9 1 6 14 3 11 8 15
8 0 5 7 10 11 13 6 14 4 15 8 9 1 2 12 3
9 0 6 3 10 13 2 12 9 14 7 8 4 1 11 5 15
10 0 6 3 11 10 2 5 14 4 1 12 9 15 13 8 7
11 0 8 1 2 11 10 5 9 14 15 6 4 3 13 12 7
12 0 8 1 11 13 10 6 4 9 7 12 14 15 2 5 3
13 0 10 5 3 7 15 11 4 9 12 13 14 8 1 2 6
14 0 10 5 7 1 15 13 14 4 6 2 9 12 3 11 8
15 0 11 6 7 3 1 10 4 9 8 2 14 12 15 13 5
16 0 11 6 15 7 1 13 9 14 12 10 4 5 3 2 8
17 0 15 2 5 6 8 1 9 14 10 3 4 11 12 7 13
18 0 15 2 12 5 8 7 14 4 11 1 9 13 6 3 10
Table 3: Ane parts of hyperovals in SEM2
As an aside note the interesting property that all the 18 hyperovals pass through the
set f7; 8; 11g  f4; 9; 14g. More precisely, six of the hyperovals contain the three points
(7,4), (8,9), (11,14), another six pass through (7,9), (8,14) and (11,4) and the last six
hyperovals contain the three points (7,14), (8,4), (11,9). Also note that f0; 7; 8; 11g and
f0; 4; 9; 14g are additive subgroups.
Hence SEM2 is not possible as a derived plane of an elation Laguerre plane of order
16.
PROPOSITION 5 No pencil of hyperovals can be formed from the 18 hyperovals through
!, (0) and (0; 0) in SEM2. Hence each derived plane of an elation Laguerre plane of order
16 is Desarguesian.
This leaves us with the Desarguesian plane. The above search procedure was modied
to yield only those hyperovals containing !, (0), (0,0) and also the ane point (1,1). In
agreement with well known results on such hyperovals 2058 = 18 + 2040 hyperovals were
found. Application of the homologies r : (x; y) 7! (x; ry) for r 2 GF (16) then yields
all 30870 hyperovals of PG(2,16) containing !, (0), (0,0). Of these 15 hyperovals have to
be selected such that their restrictions to the set R of ane points neither on the x- nor
y-axis form a partition of R.
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Clearly, for each hyperoval H the collection fr(H) j r 2 GF (16)g is such a pencil
that partitions R. We call this collection a trivial pencil. But there are non-trivial pencils
of hyperovals in PG(2,16) as well. For example, let
H2;r = f(x; rx2) j x 2 GF (16)g [ f!; (0)g
H8;r = f(x; rx8) j x 2 GF (16)g [ f!; (0)g
H14;a;r = f(x; r((x + a)14 + a14)) j x 2 GF (16)g [ f!; (0)g
for a; r 2 GF (16), r 6= 0. These are all the regular hyperovals (i.e., conics plus nucleus)
containing !, (0), (0,0). Then
fH2;r j r 2 GF (16) nGF (16)3g [ fH8;r j r 2 GF (16)3; r 6= 0g
where GF (16)3 = fx3 j x 2 GF (16)g denotes the set of all cubes in GF (16) or
fH14;a;a j a 2 GF (16)g
are non-trivial pencils of hyperovals.
For elation Laguerre planes of order 16, however, we need linear pencils of hyperovals,
that is, if Hi = f(x; hi(x)) j x 2 GF (16)g [ f!; (0)g, i = 1; 2, are any two dierent
hyperovals in such a pencil for suitable permutation polynomials h1 and h2, then h1 + h2
also represents a hyperoval in the pencil. Note that the two pencils mentioned above are
not linear. Indeed, one has the following.
PROPOSITION 6 If a linear pencil in PG(2; 16) contains two regular hyperovals H1
and H2 through the points !, (0) and (0; 0), then H2 = r(H1) for some r 2 GF (16). In
particular, a linear pencil of regular hyperovals in PG(2; 16) is trivial.
Proof. We apply a characterization of hyperoval describing polynomials given in [6]. It
says that the set f(x; f(x)) j x 2 GF (q)g[f(0); !g where f is a polynomial f of degree at
most q− 2 satisfying f(0) = 0 and f(1) = 1 is a hyperoval in the Desarguesian projective
plane of even order q if and only if the coecient of xc in f(x)b modulo xq − x is zero for
all pairs of integers (b; c) such that 1  b  c  q − 1, b 6= q − 1 and all terms appearing
in the binary expansion of b also appear in the binary expansion of c.
Since the coecient of x3 in (rx8 + sx2)3 modulo x16 − x is r2s 6= 0 for r; s 6= 0, H8;r
and H2;s cannot occur together in a linear pencil by the characterization above. Likewise,
the coecients of x15 and x11 in (r((x+a)14+a14)+s((x+b)14 +b14))3 modulo x16−x are
rs(r + s)(a + b)12 and rs(ra4 + sb4)(a + b)12, at least one of which is non-zero for r; s 6= 0,
a 6= b. Hence, H14;a;r and H14;b;s cannot occur together in a linear pencil for a 6= b. Finally,
the coecients of x15 in (r((x+ a)14 + a14) + sx2)3 and (r((x+ a)14 + a14) + sx8)3 modulo
x16 − x are r2s 6= 0 and rs2 6= 0 so that H14;a;r and H2;s or H8;s cannot occur together in
a linear pencil. 
A straightforward computer search looked for dierent hyperovals H1, H2 in the list
of 2058 hyperovals found previously such that the set 1=(1+r)(H1 + r(H2))) is again in
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the list of hyperovals for some r 2 GF (16), r 6= 0; 1. Not surprisingly, given Proposition
6 and the intricate algebraic properties of the Lunelli-Sce hyperovals (compare [9]), none
where found. Hence, in order to obtain hyperovals in this way we must have H1 = H2.
But then we obtain a trivial pencil.
PROPOSITION 7 A linear pencil of hyperovals through the points !, (0) and (0; 0) in
PG(2; 16) is trivial, that is, of the form fr(H) j r 2 GF (16)g for one xed hyperoval
H.
Of course, this means that the underlying elation Laguerre plane can be represented
over GF (16), that is, m = 1, and the Laguerre plane is ovoidal. Hence, we obtain our
nal result.
THEOREM 8 A nite elation Laguerre plane of order 16 is ovoidal.
As a nal remark note that a Laguerre plane of order 16 induces 163 − 162 = 3840
hyperovals in each of its derived projective planes. Hence, in order that a particular
projective plane of order 16 can possibly occur as a derived plane it is necessary that it
contains at least 3840 hyperovals all of which must pass through a common point. Looking
at the total numbers of hyperovals as given in Table II in [15] (although there seem
to be some misprints which lead to inconsistencies with Table I) the above observation
immediately excludes nine of the 22 projective planes of order 16 as candidates for derived
projective planes of a Laguerre plane of order 16. Taking account of the orbit intersection
numbers in Tables AI and AII in [15], some of the other total numbers of hyperovals also
seem to be too low to support suciently many hyperovals through a common point.
Therefore and given the negative results from [7] we conjecture that only PG(2,16) can
occur as a derived plane of a Laguerre plane of order 16. Furthermore, because of the
diculties of combining non-trivial pencils of hyperovals to a Laguerre plane (see [20] for
the case of order 8), that in this case the Laguerre plane must be ovoidal.
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